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Call for Papers 

Dear colleagues, 

The School of Linguistics and Cross-Cultural Communication,  

MGIMO-Odintsovo 

is pleased to invite you to participate in the international practical science 

SEMINAR 

LANGUAGE. CULTURE. TRANSLATION: 

MODERN TECHNOLOGIES IN LINGUISTICS 

to be held on 25 - 26 February 2021 

ONLINE  

AND OFFLINE: 3, Novo-Sportivnaya Street, Odintsovo, Russia 

The Seminar programme will include the following sub-forums: 

 

1. Terminology studies and modern technologies in linguistics: terminology 

databases, translation of terminology 

 

2. Cultural linguistics and Area Studies, cross-cultural communication and 

state-of-the-art technologies in linguistics: media discourse online and media 

linguistics perspectives; can a computer application/ neural text processing system 

recognize sarcasm or the cultural component of meaning? 

 

3. Computational linguistics: compilation and application of corpora of different 

types, digital lexicography, translation memory programmes, machine translation, 



semantic search systems, speech recognition, chatbots, computer programming 

languages in linguistics, etc. 

 

4. Distant teaching/learning foreign languages, translation, linguistic research 

and cross-cultural communication: methods of synchronous and asynchronous 

work at the modern learning platforms 

The Seminar format may also include workshops and round tables 

 

Seminar speakers and guests are invited to submit their applications till  

February 15, 2021 (application is obligatory for participation):  

Application form: https://forms.gle/NrLJ6UjMRkm5KXR2A  

You can also forward your questions or application to yazyk-kultura-
perevod@odin.mgimo.ru 

 

Participation is FREE of charge  

Registration form (if you send it via email): 

Submission guidelines for the participants/work-shop moderators and guests: 

*fields obligatory to be filled in 

First name in English *  

Last name in English *  

Имя (на русском)  

Фамилия (на русском)  

Participation format:* 

- presenting a paper 

- moderating a work-shop 

- guest 

  

 

Paper/work-shop title in English* 

(if you are a guest, please, write: “no”)  

 

 

 

 

 

Название доклада / мастер-класса (на 

русском) 

 

Abstract (up to 200 words)*  

Where you plan to present your paper/report 

(only one)*: 

(if you are a guest, please, write: “no”) 

Plenary session 

 

- Sub-forum 1. Terminology studies and 

modern technologies in linguistics 

 

 

https://forms.gle/NrLJ6UjMRkm5KXR2A
mailto:yazyk-kultura-perevod@odin.mgimo.ru
mailto:yazyk-kultura-perevod@odin.mgimo.ru


- Sub-forum 2. Cultural linguistics and Area 

Studies, cross-cultural communication and 

state-of-the-art technologies in linguistics 

 

- Sub-forum 3. Computational linguistics 

 

- Sub-forum 4. Distant teaching/learning 

foreign languages, translation, linguistic 

research and cross-cultural communication 

 

- Other  

 

Place of work*  

Position, title*  

Academic degree* 

 

 

Academic rank* 

 

 

Events that you plan to attend: 

 

- Day 1 plenary session 

-  

- Day 2 plenary session  

-  

- Sub-forum 1. Terminology studies and 

modern technologies in linguistics 

 

- Sub-forum 2. Cultural linguistics and Area 

Studies, cross-cultural communication and 

state-of-the-art technologies in linguistics 

 

- Sub-forum 3. Computational linguistics 

 

- Sub-forum 4. Distant teaching/learning 

foreign languages, translation, linguistic 

research and cross-cultural communication 

 

- Other (work-shops and round tables, 

presentations of books, IT products, etc.) 

 

 

Contact number*  

E-mail*  

Your questions to the Conference Team, if any  

 

 

Application Form for submitting a paper for the Seminar Proceedings (non-Russian 

citizens:  



 

First name in English *  

Last name in English *  

Имя (на русском)  

Фамилия (на русском)  

Paper title in English*  

 

 

 

 

 

Название статьи (на русском)  

Abstract (up to 200 words)*  

ARTICLE TEXT (up to 9000 characters 

without spaces)* 

 

Documents scans/ photos to attach (obligatory):  

Power of attorney for a license agreement  

Consent to processing of personal data  

Passport*  

Address registration form*  

 

In case of co-authorship please send a separate table with the data for each co-author 

in one file. The maximum number of co-authors is 3.   

 

Only ONE paper can be accepted for publication. Only ONE report and/ or work-

shop may be included into the Seminar Programme. 

 

The publication of the papers in the Proceedings of the Conference in pdf format is 

available after the Seminar for the attendees only. 

 

The deadline for the forwarding the articles up to 9000 printed characters is  

February 22, 2021. 

  

Participants are eligible for an electronic Certificate of Attendance. 

 

After the report is included into the Seminar Programme the authors will see their 

names on the online Programme: www.odin.mgimo.ru  

 

If you plan to submit a paper for the Seminar Proceedings you have to attach the 

obligatory documents scans into the form: https://forms.gle/YsKtBqasLmPkyjA1A 

After the paper is accepted for publication, the authors will be sent a confirmation 

letter (no later than March 15, 2021).  

 

The proceedings are planned to be published online and sent out in pdf format, 

presumably before January 2022.  

 

Submission guidelines:  

1. Font: Times New Roman, font size 14, single line space; 

http://www.odin.mgimo.ru/
https://forms.gle/YsKtBqasLmPkyjA1A


2. Margins: 2.5 cm;  

3. Paragraph indent: 1 cm; 

4. References in the text as in example: [Ivanova 2017: 53]; 

5. Pages: no numbering; 

6. In the right upper corner: initials in bold italics, surname; in the line below: 

the name of the university; below it: the city, the country. The title of the 

article should be in the centre in bold capital letters; 

7. Below should be a short abstract in Russian and English languages with up to 

5 key words in Russian and English. 

Tables. Each table should have a short title, which consists of the word "Table", its 

sequence number and name. Table header format: right-aligned, font size 12, italic. 

Table text format: font size 11, table cells are justified. 

General alignment of the table: in the centre; size is justified. 

Table 1. Table name 

Column name 1                                   Column name 2                                                                                                                                                                Column name 3 

Text 1    Text 2 Text 3 

 

The examples should be in italics. Initials in the text of the paper should be placed 

before the surname. The file should be named according to the participant’s surname: 

Ivanova_application; Ivanova_article. 

 

Example of Manuscript Layout: 

S.V.  Ivanova   

Moscow State Pedagogical University 

Moscow, Russia 

 

 

POLYSEMY OF A TERM 

 

 

Abstract. Text. Text. 

 

Key words: text, text, text. 

 

Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. Text. 

[Nikolaeva 2019: 25]. 

 

Below is an example of bibliography: 

 

Bibliography 



1. Leychik V. M. Terminology studies. Subject, methods, structure. – M.: 

Publishing house “LKI”, 2009. 256 p. 

2. Cambridge Dictionary. [Electronic source] // URL: 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/ru (date of reference: 13.12.2020). 

The papers will be accepted only if related to the theme of the conference and 

conform the publication guidelines. The Conference Team reserves the right to reject 

the articles that do not meet content and formal submission requirements.  

Best Regards,  

Conference Team 

 

Contact information 

E-mail:  

yazyk-kultura-perevod@odin.mgimo.ru 

 
v.ikonnikova@odin.mgimo.ru 

Prof. Valentina A. Ikonnikova 

School of Linguistics and Cross-Cultural Communication 

Dean 

https://english.mgimo.ru/structure/schools/school-of-linguistics-and-cross-cultural-

communication  

 

FB: https://www.facebook.com/LinguisticsatMGIMO/ 

 

https://www.instagram.com/mgimo_linguistics/ 
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